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Part 1: Background
The partners of this project are all open air museums in Europe. The project came about after
discussions between the partners about what they had in common. It seemed that there are many
things the open air museums in Europe can learn from each other and there also seemed to be a
need amongst the museums to discuss, share and develop methods and programmes for adult
learning. The open air museums also wanted to contribute to society by tackling some of the
challenges we are facing. The demographic challenge, with an increasing part of the population
over 60, is something we realised we have a great potential to tackle. Open air museums are
arenas which provide particular leanring opportunities and where people in the third (over 60,
active and healthy), or even fourth (older adults in need of support), age can become active
citizens by using and contributing their knowledge as well as learning new things. The partners in
this learning partnership have all worked with learning for adults and elderly in different ways. In
this partnership we wanted to learn from each other's experiences about active aging and active
citizenship in new ways, by involving more staff and learners and by intensifying our
collaboration.

Target groups
The main focus of this project is active aging. People in the third age are often retired, but many
of them are rather "re-active" than re-tired. They have left their working life and are eagerly
looking for new things to do and learn, and to be useful. They want active aging and active
citizenship. The partners in this partnership all work with older people in various projects.
Open air museums are particularly apt to provide active aging. We have specific tools in our
buildings, collections and costumes which will open up for another kind of learning, which is
more participatory and active. Open air museums attract many visitors who are eager to learn,
and to have a nice day out. The average museum visitor is a woman, well educated, middle class
in her 30s or 40s. However, open air museums traditionally have visitors with a lower educational
level than the average museum visitor and the visitors are of all ages. They often come as families
with three, or even four, generations, which is why lifelong learning, family learning and
intergenerational learning is so important to us. The partners in this learning partnership are all
committed to pursuing the idea of combining visitor attraction with social responsibility. We
want to be attractive to our visitors, they come to us in order to have fun and to have a nice time,
but at the same time we want them to learn and to increase the inclusion of people risking
marginalisation. We have the tools and conditions to do that.

Aims
At the beginning of the project all partners were about to re-shape, develop or start up new
projects or programmes with third age people as the main target group. These projects could be
much improved if other museums' experiences were taken into account. Therefore, this
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partnership's aim was to help each other develop programmes and projects, by mentoring each
other, giving advice and sharing experiences. We set up the following goals:
- Each partner will have significantly improved the quality of/created a new programme
connected to active aging
- The staff will get to know staff at the other partners' museums which will promote future
cooperation
- Staff will get new insights into how you can work with active aging through learning about the
other partners' experiences and ideas.

Themes
During the first meeting in Hungary in October 2012 various themes and interests were
discussed. It became clear that all partners had interests in at least one out of three main themes:
a) Community involvement in connection to work with modern times (1960s and 1970s) b)
Reminiscence c) Volunteering as a way of engaging people. A first set of topics/questions to
discuss and explore further were established for each theme:
a) Community involvement in connection to work with modern times




How have the museums included and reached out to older adults in the creation of the
modern times environments and what can be said about outreach to specific sub groups
among older adults?
Which methods have been used in the modern times environments for reaching people
and especially older adults? Has the older adults been a prioritized target group? Have the
methods worked?
Have the work with modern times and therefore the challenges in confronting contra
dictionary experiences by older adults had any political dimension and if so - how does
the museum handle that?

b) Reminiscence






Methods of evaluating projects
How to mix generations – family learning, have families coming and not just groups from
homes for elderly
How to reach further: education for staff, cooperation with other museums
Methods for making elderly feel as experts. Raise their self esteem
How to arrange a room or a building. Good objects to have, accessibility

c) Volunteers
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How to make volunteers contribute with their skills/finding the right place/tasks for
them and make them feel valuable. Expand their field of working
How to include them in educational programmes (to get intergenerational learning)
How to include them in living history – where you also have paid staff
How to recruit new volunteers

These themes were then explored, discussed, looked at and investigated in many different ways
throughout the project – both at projects meetings and in communication between meetings as
well as in the progress reports produced by the project.
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Part 2: Community involvement
During the visits we have had many discussions concerning the areas many museums are creating
around the 1960s and 1970s. Working with that time period requires communication with and
involvement of people in the community. This involvement has been structured in different
ways. We have also discussed different methods of engaging communities. At the first meeting
and in the first progress report the different partners presented what they are working on at the
moment within this field. Throughout the project we discussed questions such as: How have
other museums supported community members to participate in projects tackling subjects within
living memory that touch on challenging themes? What techniques have other museums used to
represent a multiplicity of opinions in a clear and engaging way for visitors?

Projects
All partners have worked on different projects connected to one or more themes. These are the
projects concerning Community involvement in connection to work with the modern time
period at the start of the project. These are also different examples of how to work with people
or communities in different ways.
Den Gamle By
In order to create 10 museum apartments from the year 1974 Den Gamle By has reached out to
the community via different kinds of media. We aim to portray different ways of living;
depending on age, social and cultural status. Many, mostly people from the age of 50 and up,
have replied and the museum has chosen 10 families/individuals to cooperate with; we call them
informants. This has given the museum a good insight into how ordinary people lived in 1974;
they are being interviewed, and supply the museum with photos and objects giving the interiors
an aura of authenticity and enhance the visitor‘s understanding of the context the objects are a
part of.
Jamtli
The new environment illustrating 1975 opened in the summer 2012 and was very well received by
our visitors in general and most probably the main reason why our visitor numbers went up with
more than 30 percent compared with the summer 2011.
Particular interesting was the vivid sense of nostalgia by which older adults took the new
environment to their hearts. Jamtli had many very positive responses from that age group. What
was especially interesting to observe was how three generations actually all enjoyed a mutual
experience in the special play ground in the environment based on a famous children‘s television
programme from the 1970‘s. It was clear that grandparents, parents and children got something
out of engaging with this play ground. In the different houses from 1975 it was interesting to see
how grandparents and parents could explain and show the youngest generations how things were
back in the 70‘s because both generations had first hand knowledge. We do not see that self
confidence in the environments from older periods.
We will continue the work we started when creating this part to enable visitors to contribute by
telling their own stories. We are working on developing a website where they can leave their
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memories, which will go into our archives – and might be used to develop the area . This website
will also allow for more interaction with the role-play carried out, by giving visitors the possibility
to influence what will happen in the role-play.
Beamish
Beamish‘s new twentieth century collecting programme provides a huge opportunity to engage
with people and explore events that are within living memory.
Over the past 3 years Beamish has begun to explore communities‘ collective memories of events
within the twentieth century, eg the closing of Consett Steel Works (1980), Easington Pit Disaster
(1951) and the 1985 Miners Strikes. This form of engagement creates opportunities for the
museum to forge new relationships and reconnect with communities; capturing and valuing
unique and personal stories which help to portray the next chapter in the region‘s heritage at the
museum.
We have begun work on creating a war time farm here at Beamish. The farm will be set during
the Second World War which is a time period remembered by many older people. The project
provides significant opportunities for intergenerational learning.
Hungarian Open Air Museum, Szentendre
In the Course of History - Population Exchange in Southern Transdanubia in the 1940s
- exhibition was opened in a house which was originally owned by Germans in the Hungarian
Open Air Museum.
An event which influenced most people after World War II was the involuntary relocation of
different groups of people. The shocking events created insoluble conflicts among the inhabitants
of the villages, living together because of necessity.
Germans living in Hungary - similar to Germans in Czechoslovakia and Poland - were made
collectively responsible for Germany's role in World War II and most of them were relocated
into Germany between 1946 and 1948.
In the hope of a better future, in 1941, Szeklers of Bukovina had been made to move to Bácska,
annexed to Yugoslavia; however they had to leave in the autumn of 1944 because of the wartime
events.
The Szeklers and some of the Upland Hungarians - who had been relocated from Czechoslovakia
between 1947 and 1949 because of the collective guilt - were made to move into villages of Tolna
and Baranya Counties into the houses of relocated Germans.
The exhibition represents the influence of political events on individual lives; besides this, visitors
can get to know the way people coped with this situation, and the strategies they used.
In this place we have special guest book, cold memory book where the visitors write down their
own or their family stories about the migration in the 1940‘s they or somebody in the family had
to undergo. In a way it is a special oral history we can collect form the visitors while they visit the
exhibition and seeing the pictures, reading the text they had the prompt to tell their stories.
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Bokrijk
In Bokrijk we work on the permanent exhibition project ‗The Barn of Oorderen’ (working title), that
will open May 2013. It tells the story of ‗the lost village‘ of Oorderen - among six other villages a ‗polder‘ village in the north of the Antwerp province that was demolished mid 1960‘s in order
to make way for the expansion of the Antwerp seaport. Both a source of information and a goal
in itself is the museum community project involved. The inhabitants of Oorderen who were
forced to leave their homes in the 60‘s, have died or have become elderly people in the meantime.
One of the challenges in this project is that we feel the need to become ‗experts‘ in the field of
museum community work, to have a more profound understanding of both the mental
framework underlying such projects and the inherent possibilities (but also pitfalls!) they can
offer.
The new area ‘The Sixties’ in Bokrijk, that displays and tells the story of the culture and heritage of
daily life between 1958 and 1973 in the Flemish part of Belgium (cfr. all of the museum) is
situated in the part of the museum that we call ‗the Old City‘, the relics of an old city quarter of
the city of Antwerp that was brought over to the museum in the late sixties and that opened in
the early seventies. From then several ‗solutions‘ have been sought and thought over to give a
proper function to this part of the museum. As ‗The Sixties‘ was already open for one season to
the public, it has given us the opportunity to reflect on what can still be improved. More than
100.000 visitors attended this part of the museum in six months time, while reservations had to
be made and only a limited amount of visitors were allowed. The strength of this new part lies in
the possibility it offers for a large group of people to really connect again with a relatively recent
past and their personal experiences in and memories of this period of time. The so-called
‗babyboomers’ – and their children and grandchildren – are our main target group, next to everyone
who is interested in this exciting ‗decade‘ in recent history.
An element that we want to address more and better in the future, a true challenge, in this part of
the museum is to captivate in one way or another the interaction between (groups of) visitors,
and to return these interactions/comments/reflections/… to other visitors.

How do you maintain relationships to communities?
Community projects enable us to develop links with a diverse range of groups and individuals
who have skills, knowledge and experiences that are valuable in telling the diverse story of the
region. Sustaining links with communities who have been involved in Museum projects are
important for us in order to continue telling these stories in an authentic way. Having invited
groups and individuals to take part in a project it is vital that relationships are maintained and
they are not simply abandoned once the project has ended. Maintaining relationships with
groups and individuals can be time consuming but is hugely worthwhile in terms of the goodwill
it generates, supporting further events at the Museum and highlighting that our museums are a
resource for the whole community to access and use.
An important question discussed has been how to maintain relationships to communities. All
partners have at some point cooperated with groups or individuals – for example to collect
objects, hear stories and get photos of the 1960s and 1970s in order to create realistiv and accuare
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environments. Here the relationship with communities was around a specific topic, but can be
maintaind by people visiting the new areas feeling ownership to the objects they have donated or
being proud that their story is represented. However, most museums feel that they would benefit
from having a lasting relationship with groups of their visitors, to facilitate communication. But it
is difficult to make cooperation sustainable.
Beamish work to maintain links with communities via the following methods:










Maintaining friendly links with individuals and group facilitators so that they have a face
and a name which they are familiar with as a point of contact within the Museum.
Attending local history fairs, community festivals and school fairs with activities and
collections from the Museum to give something back to the communities who have
participated in projects and develop new links with groups and organisations.
Giving talks about the Museum
Facilitating use of museum collections in community exhibitions
Supporting smaller community history projects which involve working with groups over a
period of weeks rather than months.
Inviting groups to take part in Museum events – for example the Agricultural Show or
Old King Coal – an event built on community participation.
Signposting participants in community projects to other events or training which they
may find interesting or useful outside of those run by Beamish.
Providing training, where appropriate, in collections and exhibition skills.
Volunteering is a key way for individuals to stay involved if they have had a positive
experience of the museum through involvement in a project.

We have also discussed the role of the museum in community work. Community work can be a
tool of empowerment and citizenship, making people meet on safe ground. Presence in
communities is a good way of ‖making museum matter‖. And the ways are multiple. Welcoming
communities at the museum, giving space to their interpretations and stories is another. One
example of doing this is Den Gamle By which invited a homeless man to set up his home at the
museum for a while so that visitors could get a better understanding of the situation of homeless
people, acting as an arena for this group in community. Relationships with community members
are to be maintained, when it makes sense for the community members. We have realized that
the museum is multiple in its ways of actions and in working together with communities – we
make a difference, and give space to very different communities. In other words being open
towards different ways of living.
Working with communities as a museum means reaching out and reaching in:
Reaching out is literally moving out and meeting communities on their own ―turf‖. Inviting
people into the museum does not change that approach – it is still the community member‘s
thoughts and ideas, which are in focus.
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Benefit from Re-Active
During all project meetings and in the progress reports the partners have informed each other
and discussed progress and difficulties with the projects they are working on. An important part
has been the discussions and inspiration gained from seeing how other museums tackle similar
issues.
We have also seen new ideas being brought into action, which were not planned when the ReActive project started. For example the caravan used by Beamish to engage people with the 1950s
―We have recently acquired a 1950s caravan which we
can use to take out and about to community venues to
engage people with the 1950s era and the future
developments at the Museum. The caravan is full of
objects from this period so people can come in have a
seat, try on the clothes, listen to music, have a look at
the knick-knacks in the drawers. The caravan is a great
resource to use with people of all ages but specifically
with those who remember the 1950s and would like to
sit and share their stories with us.―

Bokrijk has worked on a new season, a ―winter opening in The Sixties‖. Visitors reactions were
positive. The new objects and decorations, and the attention we paid to details clearly paid off in
terms of visitor experience. It gave us the opportunity to look with fresh insights at visitor
behaviour and communication, in order to make better informed choices to reach our museum
community goals. A winter season or ―Christmas season‖ is also something Den Gamle By,
Maihaugen and Jamtli have been working on and been able to exchange experiences around.
Bilateral relationships have also been developed around more specific topics. The partners have
discussed at meetings but also mailed and talked between meetings. Den Gamle By has had an
active dialog with other Re-Active partners about our community projects. Den Gamle By has
especially used experiences and advice from Beamish and Bokrijk. Both museums are now
connected as experience partners in a new community and exhibition project about Aarhus as a
creative music town and Beamish is also connected as an experience partner in developing the
project in Gellerup. Den Gamle By experience with community works the last two years shows
when communities differ there is different needs. One scheme is not possible, a large toolbox is
the reality, and the Re-Active discussion gives us at bigger toolbox.
All projects the partners have worked on have made significant progress and have been improved
due to the Re-Active project.
Beamish has worked with the WW2 farm working with groups from around the region to
collect stories and objects which are used to interpret the spaces and engage visitors. One of the
buildings at the farm is used specifically for work with older people and we aim that as many
objects as possible within the building will have a story attached to it which has been collected
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through this project. The work was carried out with a small number of groups and our curatorial
and engagement teams to create and interpret the interior of this building.
Jamtli has continued collecting objects from the 1970s, seeing that many visitors who come to
that area do so in order to look at the object they have donated, feeling proud to have
contributed. The internet solution of leaving memories was tried, but few people wanted to leave
memories through that website – they prefer telling their stories to someone. Jamtli will continue
collaborating with communities around collecting objects – in particular textiles and clothes –
from the 1970s.
Den Gamle By has continued its work with their informants and several of the flats are now
open to visitors. They have also started a new outreach project. Since 2013 Den Gamle by has
worked with the suburb Gellerup, facilitating the local communities own storytelling. Our
presence has resulted in new ideas among the locals, encouraging them to take charge of their
own history. We are in 2014 facilitating a Volunteer Photo Group, a Museum Youth Club, and a
Guide Corps, where local people are being trained to guide visitors in their local area.
Bokrijk has developed a winter season in the sixties and also new stories around sports, since
there was a large interest in cycling, this theme has been brought forth. The other project Bokrijk
has worked on was the barn of Oorderen. That project is now successfully completed. The barn
is in place with exhibitions telling the story of the lost village and many people who lived there or
had memories of the village were very happy to be represented and acknowledged.

The barn of Oorderen, Bokrijk
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Part 3: Reminiscence
Many similarities
The work with reminiscence is quite similar in all places that work with this. Den Gamle By has
worked with this for a very long time and is constantly taking the lead in developing new themes
and reaching new target groups. The museums which work with this have a special place or
house which make a good environment for the activites. In Den Gamle By it is a specially built
apartment from the 1960s, but with a hidden elevator to make it accessible for wheelchairs. At
Jamtli it‘s a cottage from the 1940s, at Maihaugen a house from the 1930s and at Beamish a
miner‘s cottage in the beginning of the project, but now there is a new place brought to life from
the 1950s. All museums have objects for handling, photos, a fireplace, they make coffee and cake
or toast to make the house come alive and feel like a real home.

There are some differences in the way the partners work and that has inspired the others.
Maihaugen was just starting up these kinds of activities when the project started. They have
worked closely together with health care staff to arrange for different groups to visit them. They
have used a garden and season activities in their project as well as a cat to get different
conversations going.
Den Gamle By has been engaged in reminiscences for a long time, but the museum keeps
developing new ways to reach out for the elderly and help them. The museum offers several
different courses for the elderly, who has got dementia. Den Gamle By co-operate with Aarhus
University to document the results, which among others are greater quality of life for the elderly.
The museum also offers courses for employees at the nursing homes and to volunteers from Red
Cross, the municipality of Aarhus (dementia cafés), and The Dane Age Association (an
organization which works for the elderly) to reach out for the people who are taken care of at
home, and their relatives.
Staff and volunteers at Beamish have attended training on how to best engage with people in the
later stages of dementia using museum objects in rummage boxes (containers with lots of small
objects for rummaging through). The team have been able to put their new skills into practice,
both at the museum and in care settings in the community, and also share their new knowledge
with professionals who work with older people in the region at our Reminiscence Workshops.
We are working with Newcastle University on research in to the link between objects and
memory.
Jamtli has worked with different sets of groups – both groups who just come once and groups
who come for five times. They also work a lot with documentation of the sessions so that the
participants can take home a few photos and notes on what they have done as well as something
connected to what they have been doing – crafts, a piece of cake or something similar. This will
enable them participants to continue talking about their experience after the session.

Open days

Several of the participants arrange activities connected to reminiscence programmes. Jamtli
arrange ―open days‖ a couple of times a year when everyone is welcome – even if you are not in a
care home. We offer coffee, music, show photos and objects so that the visitors can get a glimpse
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of what our activities are like even though it doesn‘t go in depths at an open day. At least they get
something and these days are very popular. Usually held in summer so that we can be outdoors.
Beamish make a similar thing when they put on various activities for ―Dementia awareness day‖.
They have also worked with intergenerational meetings, trying to bring children together with
elderly people.

Open day at Jamtli

Memory boxes

Many partners have created ―memory boxes‖ that can be lent to care homes for them to explore
on their own. Most of them have courses for health care staff on how to work with the boxes.
This enables people to participate even though they are not able to visit the museum. It is also a
way of reaching more people with the heritage memory method. However, these boxes cannot
replace the experience of walking into a home from a different time period with all the objects,
smells and atmosphere.

How do you evaluate your reminiscence work?
A common problem to all the partners was evaluation of reminiscence work. It‘s not easy to
measure the effects of the programmes, in particular when you work with people with memory
problems. However all partners agreed that they can clearly see effects on the participants. They
might be quiet and not very happy when they get there, but often leave more talkative and happy.
There are also many stories about how participants suddenly have revealed skills nobody knew
they had and contributed with knowledge about different topics, often unknown to the museum
staff. When talking to health care staff they give the same picture – of participants being happier
after they have been to a session. Most partners have cooperated with universities in order to get
a valid evaluation. The problem is that the number of people participating is quite small, which
make it difficult to claim that the results of the different studies are valid. Usually feedback from
caretakers, participants and staff help develop the programs and new themes.
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However there are some good ideas on how to develop the evaluation:
Beamish has developed an evaluation form together with our Older People‘s Advisory Panel. The
form is filled in by the accompanying care staff/family members who visited with the group. The
form has been designed so that the first page can be filled in quite quickly, as the Advisory Panel
identified that there often wasn‘t much time at the end of sessions to fill in lengthy forms, and
can give a good idea of how the group felt the session had gone. There‘s also space for any
comments made by participants during the session to be recorded. The second page aims to help
encourage the accompanying care staff to recognise how each participant has participated in the
session and to reflect upon their behaviour and mood. The page can be copied and kept by the
care staff too for their Care Plan records. These forms are often completed by the care staff while
the participants are having their lunch at the Museum.
Some forms are filled in after the visit, but then not all
forms are returned. As the Museum has a good
relationship with many of the groups who visit currently
forms can often be ‗chased up‘ or staff can discuss the
session over the phone.
Den Gamle By has cooperated with Aarhus University
where a researcher has made a study of ten participants.
Since the the number of participants is low, the results of
the study are difficult to assess.

Future challenges
The development of the reminiscence work will continue at the open air museums. The partners
feel that the support and inspiration they get from each other is very valuable. An effect of this
has been to apply for an Erasmus+ project on reminiscence, which would allow the partners to
continue their collaboration and development and would also make a proper evaluation possible.

Younger people with dementia

The first future challenge to tackle is that the people with dementia are getting younger. This
means that fewer and fewer of the participants can relate to houses set in the 1930s or 1940s. The
partners are already thinking about ways to tackle this. Den Gamle By has tried out some sessions
in their 1970s flats. Jamtli is planning to move their reminiscence sessions to the 1970s house.
Beamish has just decorated a new house for reminiscence set in the 1950s. Maihaugen has started
up in a new house with 1950s environment. Now the challenge is to develop new approaches and
activities – people did not do the same things around the house in the 1970s as they did in the
1940s. The museums collections of objects and photos is not as large from this time period
either, making it more challenging to find the right material to use.

New target groups

At Jamtli the County Council in the region shows interest in the reminiscence method which
could be adapted and used for other target groups. They are thinking about stroke patients who
often have symptoms which are similar to those found with dementia patients. We will continue
discussions.
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Den Gamle By has tried to make programmes for married couples, where one is suffering from
dementia, to improve communication between them. As part of the project the couples were
offered two visits to the apartment instead of one, which resulted in new and important
experiences.
Maihaugen has managed to get their programme into the municipality-program ―Den kulturelle
spaserstokken‖ (The cultural walking stick) that means that our guests are given free entrance to
our program. As a result of that Maihaugen have guests from all the municipality homes for
elderly people now. Maihaugen has also established contact with the local Dementia society to
reach out to the people with dementia that still live in their homes, and their close families.

University students

Den Gamle By work on new courses organized for special target groups such as a course for
younger students or students with different ethnic backgrounds at The Social and Health Care
Colleges. In these courses the students will learn about the everyday life in the 1950s Denmark
and be given an introduction to the reminiscence project. We aim to have a more formal
cooperation with The Social and Health Care Colleges in Aarhus about special supplementary
training.

Dementia friends

At Beamish over 60 members of staff have attended workshops run by the Alzheimer‘s Society
to become ‗Dementia Friends‘. The Alzheimer‘s Society aims to have over 1 million Dementia
Friends by 2015. The workshops give people an understanding of dementia and the small things
they can do that can make a difference to people living with dementia. Two members of staff
have now become ‗Dementia Champions‘, so that they can continue to train others to become
Dementia Friends. The Museum is working towards becoming a Dementia Friendly Community,
with as many staff and volunteers becoming Dementia Friends as possible.
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Part 4: Volunteers
When it comes to volunteers a crucial point to discuss is rules and regulations. The tradition of
volunteering varies in different countries, as does the regulations around what volunteers can and
can‘t do. Britain has a strong tradition of volunteering, which meant that volunteers are well
organized at Beamish. In Sweden there is a tradition of getting engaged in a club or association –
where you can do work, but it is not regarded as volunteering. At Bokrijk volunteering is not
possible at all, they have regulations against that.
All partners believe that volunteering is a good way of learning new things as well as contributing
to something you like. At Szentendre they have experienced that the main problem for the older
generation (age group between 60-80) is that after retirement they lose their daily routine. From
one day to another they get a lot of free time but they don‘t have any concrete things to do and
they start to feel they are useless. Being a volunteer at a museum is of course one way of keeping
daily routines and having something meaningful to do.

Organisation of volunteers
What can volunteers do?

Most of the partners wanted to expand the different tasks the volunteers engage in. Maihaugen,
who has a long volunteer tradition, stated in the first progress report that they wanted to ―find
out if they can work also with other things than they do today‖ especially to create a living
museum. Den Gamle By wanted to ―involve volunteers in our special teaching programs for
disabled visitors‖ and Jamtli wanted to ―develop a wider range of activities in order to get more
people with various interests involved‖. At Den Gamle By some changes have been made. A
short while ago the volunteers did not handle money and therefore did not work in our shops
and restaurants. That has changed, partly because we believe that volunteers should be fully
integrated into the museum alongside the paid staff, but also because we trust all our volunteers
to handle the museum‘s reputation, so why not our money?
At Szentendre there are two groups of volunteers. One group are those individuals who have
some free time but not too much, they want to do something good for the museum but they can
only come once in a while. They help us during festivals – in the café, help during craft works, do
the administration; they come and work in our gardens; help the work of the register or the
restorers. There are other special tasks that can be done by the volunteers who have more time to
spare, but they will need a course to learn the job. The course lasts a day, after it they have to do
an exam. They also accept to come to work once every month. The advantage of this work is that
it is very interesting and the volunteer can do it alone, so if they do the job well, it is their success.
Beside the individual volunteers we have groups of volunteers. The usually do some gardening or
some light maintenance work.
At Den Gamle By there are three different groups of volunteers: The individual volunteers, the
groups or guilds and finally the loosely affiliated volunteers:
The individual volunteers have the strongest connection to the museum and show up at work at
least one day per week and one weekend day per month. Their tasks include: Vendor a the Hotdog stand, research assistant, curator assistant, waitress in the confectionery, salesperson in our
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historical shops, our knitting-ladies, who produce socks, shawls etc. for actors in our Living
History.
The group or guild members usually like to pursue a special interest. They mostly work weekends
and are expected to show up at least five times per year. Examples of assignments for group or
guild members: Radio geeks, Brewers guild, child actors, Telephone guild, Occupation Museum,
etc.
The loosely affiliated volunteers take on different jobs mostly during special events. Examples of
assignments for the loosely affiliated volunteers: Classic car enthusiasts, crafts vendors, etc.
At Beamish we have been trying to encourage more specialist interest volunteering groups to
develop at the Museum. The following groups have been growing in numbers and in activities.
Craft Club - this is a group for volunteers who enjoy doing textile crafts. The club meet once a
month and have a go at activities together such as felt making, bead work, crochet, and willow
work.
Volunteer Choir – two volunteers have started a choir for
volunteers and staff. They meet once a week to rehearse
and have about 20 members already.
Volunteer Telecoms Group – The volunteers who have
expertise in the Museum tramway along with the Curatorial
Team have arranged with BT to advertise to their current
employees as well as retired engineers the opportunity to
help to get a telecoms system up and running across the
site using an old exchange that has been at the Museum for
many years. There has been a lot of interest.
Meeting and Greeting - Volunteers have started a new
role of ―meeting and greeting‖ visitors at the Museum main entrance during the busiest times,
such as summer school holidays and special event days. They have provided a friendly welcome
to visitors in the queue to buy tickets, and have been able to pass on information about the
Museum as people arrive. This all helps to improve the visitor experience.
At Jamtli all the volunteers are members of the friends of Jamtli society. They come up with
activities they would like to do – such as baking bred, running a café at some week-ends,
preparing food for special events, work on textiles et.c.The volunteers manage their activities
themselves, including the training for different tasks, work schedules et.c. If Jamtli want
something to be done or want help with a prticular activity, they will ask the association for help.
The friends‘ association and Jamtli staff meet regularly to discuss suitable tasks and wishes from
Jamtli as well as from the friends‘ association. Recently they were able to create a childrens‘ sking
competintion in the winter months when Jamtli needed help to attract visitors. There is a wish to
tie some volunteers closer to Jamtli in order to make sure we can have volunteers in place when
best needed and where they can add the most value. Inspired by this project the volunteer
organisation will be changed.
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Recruiting new volunteers

At Szentendre the recruiting process is continuous. Mostly we use our website and our facebook
profile for this work. When we have special volunteer projects we organise communicational
campaign for reaching the special, aimed group.
For Den Gamle By it is relatively easy for the museum
to get in touch with potential volunteers. Most new
volunteers contact the museum themselves because
they are interested in Den Gamle By and want to be
part of the museum. At the moment we do not really
feel it is necessary to advertise in order to attract new
volunteers.
Beamish has recently decided that they will have set
dates throughout the year when potential volunteers are
interviewed and given information about what is expected of them and what volunteer positions
are available. This makes the process of taking care of new volunteers easier to plan and manage
for the staff.
Maihaugen posted an ad in the local newspaper to recruit new volunteers for our ―living museum
volunteerprogram‖. Maihaugen got 19 new volunteers with costumes for the summer season
2014, aged 9-90 years old.

Rewards for volunteers

All partners try different things to show their appreciation for the volunteers‘
contributions. These rewards differ a little but often includes free tickets,
discounts in the museum shop or similar things.
At Szentendre they have a grant system for our volunteers – so depending on
how many times they have been to the museum they get discounts in our
shops, tickets to the museum, etc. And to strengthen the connection between
the museum and the volunteers, twice a year we organize special museum
program to the group where we have time to listen their experiences and the
member of the group can meet with each other.
At Den Gamle By the rewards you get depends on what kind of volunteer you are, but they
include such tings as the museum year book, staff discount in museums restaurants, various
social events. E.g. annual Christmas dinner, field trips, training and education such as First Aid,
The volunteers at Jamtli suggested that we build a ―playground‖ or an ―outdoor gym‖ for older
people. Many older people need exercise to stay healthy and we wish to provide exercise tools of
different kinds in our outdoor area – but as always it should be fun at Jamtli. After a couple of
years planning that area is now opened – important not only to all visitors to Jamtli, but also to
show that we take the initiatives from the volunteers seriously.
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Intergenerational learning

Jamtli tried to use older volunteers as assistants during craft courses for children. Many older
volunteers are skilled in wood-carving or knitting we would like them to show this to the
children. We also hoped it would make the volunteers feel important to be able to teach children
how to do the craft. We had eager volunteers helping out, but they were so interested in the craft
that they forgot about the children and became part of the group as learners
Beamish took part in National Older People‘s Day, with the theme of ‗The Big Skills Share‘.
Groups of secondary school pupils worked with older people from Age UK in a variety of
activities around the site, providing opportunities to share skills with each other and learn new
ones together, eg. baking, woodwork, music and sewing. Following the success and popularity of
the event we are looking into ways to offer this type of event to a larger number of participants.
At Beamish we have worked with the Quilters Guild for the past 4 years to run a young quilters
session on a Saturday morning, once a month. In each session we have about 6 volunteers plus
grandparents and between 10 – 12 young people who come along to learn how to quilt. The
young people do not need any previous knowledge or experience of quilting and the sessions
provide a fantastic opportunity for skills sharing. The volunteers from the Quilters Guild enable
Beamish to do something that would be very difficult to facilitate otherwise as each of the
volunteers has such a high level of skill it would be impossible for us to find (or afford!) enough
members of staff to run this session successfully although members of Beamish staff can attend
the sessions to learn the skills alongside the children.

Should you have job descriptions or a contract
for volunteers?
The partners have all seen that there is a need for clear
descriptions of the volunteers‘ roles and tasks. This is to
prevent misunderstandings of the volunteers‘ responsibilities,
to avoid conflicts among the volunteers, but also to make
clear that volunteers are not replaceing paid staff but adding
extra value.
In Hungary the law forces us to have an official relationship
between the institution and the volunteer by having a
contract. Our contract contains the general information of
the volunteer, the fields where they can work, their
commitments and their rights. Their commitments are: if
they applied for a work we count on them so they have to
inform us one day before if they can‘t come, they have to be punctual like in a work place, during
the work their rest time is the same as our staff. The commitments contain a very important
sentence about their responsibility: they work in the museum by their own will and responsibility
and if the suffer some kind of accident it is not the museum responsibility. The contract doesn‘t
contain the exact description of the work they do because there are several fields they can help
us, and it would mean a lot of extra paper work for them.
At Jamtli there is no contract with the volunteers, but with the trade unions. We have a contract
that is renewed every year which states what the volunteers can do and what they can‘t do. This is
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in order to protect the employed staff and make sure that the volunteers‘ contributions are
something that adds extra value and not something that replaces work that should be carried out
by staff. Of course it‘s not easy to regulate and forsee all possible tasks and questions, so there is
a constant dialogue with the volunteer group and the trade unions.
The volunteers are organised in an association independent from the museum, with its own
board. There is a dialogue between the museum and the volunteer organisations concerning what
they should do, and when we have agreed they will organise the activity. This way the volunteers
can be seen as an independent organisation we cooperate with. They are not organised by the
museum, even though we have a person responsible for running the cooperation with them.
Den Gamle By has approximately 250 volunteers. All our volunteers sign a work contract and
are provided with an ID-card. We expect our volunteers to contribute on a regular basis, follow
decisions and guidelines from team leaders and be loyal to the organisation and its policies.
-

Informal meeting takes place where wishes and opportunities are discussed
A type of contract is signed by Den Gamle By and the volunteer
The volunteer is assigned to a team, group or guild
The volunteer is provided with an ID-card
Training and introduction starts
Costume is provided if needed

Maihaugen had in the beginning of the project few (10) volunteers, but the number has
increased during the project period. After inspiration from the Beamish meeting we have started
working on some statements to guide the work with volunteers:
-

All volunteers sign a volunteercontract.
Volunteers must be able to come and go as they please. But we want the volunteers to
come on one of the morning meetings at either 9:45 or 10:45. Experienced volunteers can
tell when they arrive, independent of the meetings.
Volunteers are always in addition to the staff - not instead of. This means that we are
never dependent on them. The volunteers are always a bonus and give us the opportunity
to open an extra house or activity.
Volunteers do not have to work all day.
The volunteers can choose which activity / place / duties they want to have as long as
they have the correct costume. They never work alone, but are together with th staff.
Important that the paid staff and the volunteers work together for the same purpose.
Costumes. Volunteers must have a costume that makes them flexible.

Beamish has no contract, but a ―Role profile‖ which include information such as the times and
days when the role can be done, location, who will supervise the volunteer, what training, if any
will be provided, what skills or experience are required or would make someone most suitable for
the role, what kinds of tasks will be included in the role, and what benefits there will be to the
volunteer for taking part. It should give the volunteer a clear idea of what to expect before they
apply to do the role. A role profile is useful to the organisation in helping to get the right people
into the right volunteering roles.
At Beamish we advertise roles on our website and also through the local volunteer centres
depending on what is available at different times of the year.
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Part 5: Our extra partner: Sovereign Hill
During the project we have had continuous contact with Sovereign Hill open air museum in
Ballarat, Australia. They are very interested in our project, but could not be partners in Re-Active.
However they face similar obstacles and questions as we do and have contributed to our progress
reports with what they do.
During the project period Sovereign Hill has looked more closely at their volunteers to gain
insights into the linkages between museums, volunteering and social capital in our regional
environment. This was done by a survey.
Specifically, there are two initial aims in the background research to help shape a bigger question:
1. To understand how the engagement of volunteers in Sovereign Hill‘s Outdoor Museum fits
with their personal goals and identities as learners.
2. To understand how volunteering in Sovereign Hill‘s Outdoor Museum contributes to the
social capital of its community through skills development and transfer, belonging and
identity, and supporting networks.
Museums are important agents for learning. That is well documented in the literature on
museums. There has been research done to identify the value of museums as cultural and
economic agents.
Sovereign Hill is a community-based museum collecting, researching and interpreting its
community‘s heritage for audiences locally, domestically, interstate and internationally. It has built
a reputation for excellence amongst its peers in Outdoor Museums in North America and
Europe where the Outdoor Museum form is more general and better understood than is the case
in Australia.
Sovereign Hill is unusual as a private not-for-profit in taking on a role and services that
government has not been able or willing to provide on anywhere near the scale at which
Sovereign Hill has undertaken on behalf of its community. There are no museums in regional
Victoria of the size and scale of Sovereign Hill‘s operations.
The investment Sovereign Hill makes in community relationships pays a big dividend in skills
development and engagement in its community.
It makes a significant contribution to the economy of its region—a multiplier effect of between
2.5 and 4 has been suggested by research. It engages 300 people in paid employment (EFT
approximately 200) and 300 people in volunteering roles. It is a significant driver of tourism to
the region—perhaps the most important single attraction in generating visitor numbers to the
region.
It engages people in a wide variety of contemporary museum skills in collections management,
research, public programs, interpretive programs, business systems, human and financial resource
management, facilities and asset management, engineering, mining engineering, retailing,
wholesaling, food production, catering, heritage trades, working plant conservation, marketing,
exhibition and graphic design, animal husbandry, heavy horse operations, environmental
management, horticulture, agriculture, ICT, and others.
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Volunteer roles are to provide a variety of front-of-house interpretive and orientation roles, and
back-of-house roles in collection management, research, conservation and environmental
maintenance. Volunteer roles do not replicate paid staff roles, and do not replace or substitute
paid staff roles. Sometimes, those roles supplement or extend the roles performed by paid staff.
In collection management, the roles are primarily volunteer roles under paid management staff.
In return, volunteers learn new skills, apply already acquired skills in new environments, can
mentor and teach others new skills and knowledge, share experience in promoting learning,
create social networks supporting a community activity, transfer skills learned in the museum to
other volunteering roles in the community—we know that many volunteer with another group,
and sometimes more than two.
However, the depth of these networks, the extent of skills transfer, the alignment of individual
goals with the museum‘s purposes, the identity of the volunteers as learners, the identification of
volunteers with the museum‘s heritage work and with other groups in their personal and shared
networks is not well understood.
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Part 6: Results of the project
Two new project proposals

The partners all feel that the cooperation
has been very valuable, but that we in
some areas has not yet reached as far as
we can. The partners have thus decided
to apply for two new projects. An
Erasmus+ application on reminiscence,
especially on evaluation of reminiscence
and making courses for relatives and
health care staff, was handed in in April.
We are now working on another project
application around volunteers. We see
that there is much more to discuss and
learn around the training of volunteers,
recruiting, attracting different groups et.c.

Volunteer managers

With inspiration from Beamish Den Gamle By, Jamtli and Maihaugen have all tried to create new
positions as volunteer managers at their museums. Maihaugen has applied for funding, Jamtli will
create a full-time position as volunteer manager from January 2015 and Den Gamle By has
dedicated 20% of a full time position to managing the volunteers.

Volunteers

With inspiration from the meeting at Den gamle By in December 2013 Jamtli has now initiated a
small project where we try to identify and contact people in our region who likes to dress up in
historical costumes. The idea is that Jamtli will form a group who will not be hired as actors but
on a voluntary basis will be invited to be at Jamtli History Land in the summer; as police men,
fire brigade men, bourgeois women and men, postmen, military officers and so on. This group of
people we hope will walk in the streets between the different time periods at Jamtli and will only
be expected to say hello to our visitors and maybe just be able to show where the nearest toilets
are and so on.
Den Gamle By has initiated a process towards a better use of volunteers and better agreement
between the museum and our volunteers. Our idea of organizing volunteers, giving benefit and
making agreement was discussed at the meeting and the guidelines produced are very useful in
our current process. Inspired especially from Maihaugen, Jamtli and Beamish, we have analyzed
our use of volunteers and their needs. At the moment, we are on the way with a general volunteer
policy.

New activities

With inspiration from Den Gamle By ―The Christmas museum of Denmark‖ Jamtli will create an
extra focus on the Christmas period and label it ―The Christmas museum of Sweden‖. So a
progress has been that the museums have inspired each other to make changes and add new
visitor experiences that will allow engagement from the community, since we will try to involve
different community groups in our christmas celebrations.
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Guidelines
The project partners have tried to sum up what has been learnt around the three themes of the
project by producing guidelines. These should be seen as advice to other museums venturing to
work with these themes, but also a help and reminder to ourselves when we work with these
issues.

Guidelines – Involving Communities with Museums
1. The word ‘community’ should be used with care
People define community in different ways and identify themselves as belonging to more
than one community. It is important that Museum staff are careful not to label people as
belonging to particular communities and then make assumptions about their needs,
values and interests without taking in to account individual beliefs and preferences.
2. The extent and role of community involvement depends on the motivation for the project and the desired
outcome. Motivations usually fall in to one of the following categories:
a) A Museum project where the objectives are set by the institution - community
members are recruited to play a specifc role which will achieve the outcome set by the
Museum. Learning and skills development of the community members may or may
not happen. Activity and decision making is directed by the Museum.
or
b) An idea that has come from the community which the Museum supports and helps to
develop - the community defines the outcome and their own role in the project.
Learning and skills development of the community members are key objectives to
encourage sustainability. Activity and decision making is directed by the community,
facilitated by the Museum when necessary.
or
c) A Museum led project which aims to engage community members and enable them
to make decisions about a project within defined parameters. Learning and skills
development of the community members are key objectives to encourage
sustainability. Activity and decision making is directed by the community within
boundaries set by the Museum.
3. Clarity of roles and responsibilities
Roles, responsibilities and key objectives should be defined at the outset of a project.
The roles and responsibilities of the Museum and of the community should be agreed
and a system in place should either partner feel the agreement is not working. It is
important at the outset that expectations are managed and neither partner has unrealistic
expectations of what can be achieved.
4. Communication
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Regular, two-way communication between the Museum and community is important in
maintaining and developing relationships and building trust. It is useful for community
representatives to have a clear point of contact within a Museum.
5. Sustainability
What will happen once a community project has ended should be considered before a
project has even begun. It is useful to consider the following points;
Is working with community members on a time limited project the best way to work with
people?
Will relationships be maintained? Who is responsible for this?
What training or skills sharing can be built in to the project to enable groups to sustain
themselves?
Can community members be signposted to other opportunities to stay involved –
volunteering?
6. Expect the unexpected!
Desired outcomes should be defined at the start of the project so that everybody knows
what they are working towards and to provide a measure for evaluation. However, very
often some of the best project outcomes are those that are least expected and it is
important to be flexible!

Guidelines – reminiscence
1. Cooperation
Find partners for cooperation, museums can‘t work with this on their own, there need to be
involvement from the health care sector. Get municipal institutions and interest groups as
partners.
2. A bold working group
Form a working group that must and dare break new ground. Cooperation between different
sectors is not easy and you need to invent new things and ways of doing things together. This
also means you need to find a common technical language, especially if the group have
different partners with different specialities.
3. Planning
Successful work with reminiscence needs careful planning. Work out plans, written material
and organize practical matters.
4. Education of staff
Select carefully employees to carry out the activities. Educate this staff in both theory and
practical matters.
5. Development through tests
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Carry out trial courses with test groups in order to test the activities, the background material
etc. That way you will find out how to make activities work and can develop your programme
to be the best possible.
6. Information
Information is important – both internally and externally. Inform staff in your organisations,
especially in management positions in order to make sure everyone understands and
appreciates the programme. Inform externally by attending conferences, seminars etc. and
offer papers. Inform the potential users of the project on a high level. Invite to Open House
days, invite journalists and others to spread the news.
7. Evaluation
Make ongoing evaluations and use the evaluations to improve the programme.

Guidelines – volunteers
1. Volunteers are not replacing paid staff – they are adding value
Volunteers should always have tasks that do not take jobs away from paid staff. Their tasks
should be things that enlarges or adds to the ordinary things we do, giving visitors an even better
experience.
2. Avoiding tensions between staff and volunteers
When working with volunteers it is important to involve and inform the staff. Staff has to
understand the role of the volunteers and they have to be taught how to handle the volunteers
and show appreciation.
3. A volunteer coordinator is essential when working with volunteers
One person within the organisation has to be given the responsibility and the time to work with
volunteers. Having that provides a sense of security for the volunteers by knowing who to turn to
with questions. It is also important that the museum is aware that it takes time to work with
volunteers, to organise their work, inform staff and make sure the volunteers have a good time.
4. Volunteers need to be shown appreciation
Volunteers should be shown appreciation by all levels of the organisation. Volunteers should be
treated equally, so that the system of rewards it the same for the same services provided.
Reasonable rewards could be free lunch, free tickets to the museum, invitation to parties or
invitations to be part of things arranged for the staff.
5. Expectations and obligations need to be clear
It is important for the volunteer and for the museum to know what to expect. This could be
outlined in a handbook or in an agreement, but should be stated in writing so that both parties
know their responsibilities.
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Part 7: Evaluation & Dissamination
Bokrijk has been responsible for evaluation and has lead discussions on how the project was
progressing at all meetings. They have related the progress of the project to the aims and targets
set up in the application. They have also gathered written statements from each partner on how
their particular progress has been.
The Re-active partners were clearly inspired by the cases from the other museums. We all
significantly improved the quality of a programme or created a new programme connected
to active aging. For example: Bokrijk learned a great deal about how to approach and handle
different communities by excahnging inforamtion, do‘s and don‘ts with experienced partners on
community outreach. They implemented these new insights in their project 'The barn from
Oorderen'.
The same goes for the reminiscence part of the project. The creation of a 1940s cottage and its
interactive elements in Beamish Museum already proved more comfortable, accessible and
offering a greater choice of activities for the participants than the former house for people with
dementia. Den Gamle By has developed several new projects for elderly suffering from dementia,
like a formal agreement of delivering dementia focused courses to The Social and Health Care
Colleges in Aarhus. Maihaugen and Jamtli also have plans for reminiscence in a more modern
timeperiod, and Szentendre plans to create a whole new reminiscence programme. The
implemented and future projects have been discussed with the other partners during the project..
By having the opportunity to meet with staff and volunteers from the other partners, the
experience for the volunteers themselves improved by learning from other examples or good
practices and meet other volunteers. The staff learnt on the other hand for example about ways
to manage expectations of existing volunteer groups with their own interests who are linked to
museums. The quality of the learning offer the volunteers receive has improved in many
partner museums by implementing for example a volunteer policy and hiring or designate a
volunteer coordinator. Unfortunately not all attempts were yet successful, like the declined
application for finances to hire a volunteer-coordinator in Maihaugen. But we are confident that
with the background and knowledge that we acquired, we all have more chances to convince the
policymakers of the use of volunteers and good volunteer coordination.
At the meetings we always saw new and old faces. This continuity made it possible to get to
know the staff at other partner museums, in such a way that trust is built and constructive
conversations and discussions came naturally. This made staff confident enough to share not
only positive experiences but also mistakes made and things that did not work out. Not only do
we keep close contact with each other by personal contact, we disseminated our acquired
knowledge also to a broader network. Szentendre organized for example a conference about
volunteer work in cultural institutions, where one of the partners lectured. The project was also
mentioned at the AEOM-conference in august 2013. This way we promoted future corporation
and implemented it immediately by submitting a new application.
Throughout the programme there was an immense exchange of experiences and ideas. Staff
got new insights into how to work with active aging in a broad sense. Maybe one of the most
relevant things we experienced was the openness toward each other.Being all of us open-air
museums we face the same difficulties and special challenges but this also offers exceptional
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opportunities.
To know if a program has worked or was successful, of in other words, to know if your program
has met the project goals; it is important to formulate the goals SMART. We realized that our
goals were formulated too vague. In the future we have to formulate the goals more smart to
facilitate assesment.

Dissemination
All partners have worked in different ways to disseminate the project and the project‘s results.
There have been some articles published as well as presentations of the project for various
audiencs. This report will also be made available and can be seen as part of the dissemination.

Beamish
1) The Chronicle 26.04.14. – Press release about the 2nd meeting in Beamish.
2) PR Gundvig 18.03.13. - Report to Gundvig about the 2nd meeting in Beamish.
3) Beamish magazine May 2013. - Report from the Re-active meeting in Beamish.

Bokrijk
Article:
4) Artikel2Oorderen 18.02.14 - H. Schoefs, ‗The barn from Oorderen. A brave new world
revisited‘, in: KRSTOVIC (ed.), Yearbook 2013 Open Air Museum From Another
Perspective. Sirogojno, Open air museum OLD VILLAGE Serbia, 2013, p.100-123.
5) HEE_tijschrift_nr3_2013_Bokrijk 21.02.14 - H. Schoefs, ‗Bouwen aan de toekomst van
het verleden‘, in Tijd-Schrift. Heemkunde in theorie en praktijk, Mechelen, (2013) 3, p.
66-79.
6) Sept_oorderen_v3‖16.10.13. - S. Clerix, ‗Schapen, karren of containers?‘, in: Faro
Tijdschrift, 6 (2013) 2, pp. 14-17.
Newsletter staf:
7) Bokrijkgazet 16.10.13
Power Point Presentation staf Bokrijk:
8) October 2012 Re-active Szentendre
9) April 2013 Re-active Beamish
10) December 2013 Den Gamle By
11) 13.01.14 Re-active Voorstelling

Den Gamle By
Blogarticle by Martin Djupdræt:
12) http://blog.dengamleby.dk/bagfacaden/2013/04/25/et-levende-museum-for-og-medaeldre/
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In connection to the re-Active meeeting in Den Gamle By, 2-3 Dec 2014, there was in total two
articles in six different newspapers.
Article no. 1:
13) Huskekage er blevet eksport-vare («Remembering cake» has become export goods)
This article were in the following papers.:
Århus Stiftstidende, torsdag 05. december 2013,
Dagbladet Holstebro, torsdag 05. december 2013,
Dagbladet Ringkøbing-Skjern, torsdag 05. december 2013,
Dagbladet Struer, torsdag 05. december 2013,
Lemvig Folkeblad, torsdag 05. december 2013,
Viborg Stifts Folkeblad, torsdag 05. december 2013
-Article no. 2:
14) Pulje med positive effekter («A group with positive effects»)
This article were in this paper:
Århus Stiftstidende, torsdag 06. december 2013,

Jamtli
15) Power Point Presentation for Jamtli Staf 2012
16) http://www.jamtli.com/3895.projekt.html Webside for re-active information on Jamtli
17) Power-point presentation for Jamtland Region on their ―international project day‖
18) From the pages of Museum Education Monitor (MEM)
http://forum.mccastle.com/2014/05/reactive.html#!/2014/05/reactive.html
19) Anna Hansen is editing: ‖Forum – Ongoing museum education research‖.
www.ow.ly/xmmeZ
20) Museum Education Monitor April 2014 Adults & older people – Ongoing Research

Maihaugen
21) http://www.maihaugen.no/no/Maihaugen/Frivillige/ Website for recruting volounteers.
22) http://www.maihaugen.no/no/Info/Tjenester/Mote-med-minner---museumstilbud-tilpersoner-med-demens/ Website for information about our reminiscenseprogram.
23) GD 16.05.13
Frivillige gjør Maihaugen levende. The local newspaper write a story
about the need of volunteers at Maihaugen.
24) Nationen 29.05.13 Frivillige skal gjøre Maihaugen mere levende. – A national newspaper
writes a story about how volunteers can help the museum become a better Living
museum.
25) GD 03.08.13 Gode hjelpere
- The local paper interviews a volunteer as she works in
the museum garden.
26) 04.11.13 Report from a One day seminar together with the Natioanl Health Organization
27) GD 05.10.13 Mimrestund på Maihaugen – The local paper partisipates during a
reminiscense meeting with people with dementia.
28) GD 14.02.14
Mangler sko – The local paper helps the museum to collect old shoes
to our volunteers.
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29) Frivillig annonse 20.03.14 - Add in the local paper for volunteers.
30) 21.01.14 Report about memory boxes and our new house from 1954 together with
health-care staf and Dementia Association
31) 13.03.14 Report about memory boxes together with municipality
32) 17.06.14 Report from project together with the local Dementia Association

Szentendre
33) 24.06.14 Web site for re-active at Hungarian Open Air Museum
http://www.magyarmuzeumok.hu/muhely/1891_reactive_–_ujra_aktiv
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